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Abstract: Software and systems engineering in aerospace is subject to special challenges. The
AvioSE’22 workshop connects academia and industry with selected scientific presentations, motivating
keynote talks, and an interactive panel discussion.
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1 Scope and History

Considerable advances for aerospace applications are expected with the introduction of
new technologies. However, the requirements do not allow the application of these straight
away due to regulations and certification. Technologies and methods need to be amended or
extended for meeting aerospace requirements. These challenges are to be addressed in the
AvioSE workshop. The previous workshops AvioSE’194 dealt with general challenges and
AvioSE’205 addressed development tools. AvioSE’216 tackled the application and issues of
AI in avionics.

The main topic of AvioSE’22 is Safe and secure avionics architectures (e.g. IMA, platforms,
multi-core, networks, clouds, middleware). Generic avionics platforms seem to be the
obvious choice for air vehicles developed today. A low number of standardized avionics
hardware shares its resources with several other system functions. While benefits in size,
weight, power, and cost are agreed, generic platforms bring along challenges caused by a
concurrent development process, distributed safety analysis, generic security vulnerabilities,
configuration engineering, and software segregation.
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2 Workshop Objectives

The main objective of the workshop is to accelerate the bidirectional transfer of knowledge
between academia and industry. This workshop provides the enabling platform for the
stakeholders to discuss technical, but also process, and educational topics. The objectives of
AvioSE’22 are three-fold: (1) It provides a forum for researchers from both academia and
industry to present new methods, tools, and technologies from avionics systems and software
engineering, e.g. model-based development, requirements engineering, formal methods,
model-based methods, and virtual methods. These contributions are presented in a scientific
format, but the small character of the workshop allows detailed discussions. (2) AvioSE’22
shall motivate researchers by keynote talks from three invited speakers. The keynotes each
highlight a dedicated topic from the avionics context, summarize its state-of-the-art, and
emphasize urgent challenges. (3) The main topic is addressed interactively by inviting
all participants to discuss aspects and needs of modern avionics architectures. We are
connecting academics and professionals in a panel discussion with invited experts from
academia, industry, and authorities. The expected outcome is the identification of the current
and future challenges and needs for avionics platforms as well as ideas how to address these
challenges. The panel members’ statements can be challenged at any time by the audience.
Major conclusions of the panel discussion are made available on a virtual platform.
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